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Homicidal Poisoning
The Silent Offense

By ARTHUR E. WESTVEER, M.L.A., JOHN P. JARVIS, Ph.D., and CARL J. JENSEN III, Ph.D.

Poisoning, of course, differs considerably from many other crimes, frequently committed in uncontrolled passion and in the heat of the moment. The innate character of the crime of homicidal poisoning demands subterfuge, cunning, and, what is equally important, usually a period of careful planning, and also not infrequently the repetition of the act of administering poison.... Its characteristic being one of premeditation, it is a method of murder, which, therefore, cannot be the subject of extenuation as some other forms of killing can.”¹

Given such a description, the crime of homicidal poisoning would seem a rich arena for research. Surprisingly, however, other than a few published reviews of some famous historical poisoning cases, the authors found little written material on the characteristics of poisoners and their victims.² A further probe of the international forensic literature also failed to reveal any previously published epidemiological studies dealing with criminal investigative analyses, or psychological “profiles,” of the homicidal poisoner. Yet, the potential for toxic substances becoming weapons of mass destruction has increased dramatically in recent years. Therefore, the authors wondered if empirical data concerning homicidal poisoners and their victims would reveal
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relationships, patterns, and characteristics that could help law enforcement professionals. Building on the few empirically based studies that exist, they examined recently reported poisoning homicides to find out.

METHOD
To conduct this research, the authors drew upon FBI Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) supplementary homicide reports (SHR) of those incidents occurring in the United States over the last decade (1990-1999). Specifically, they examined these data to isolate homicides where a poisoning agent was reported as the cause of death. The authors intentionally selected this time period to permit comparisons with an earlier work that reviewed similar data reported over the period of the previous decade (1980-1989). Traditionally, the UCR program has offered the criminal justice community a way to look for fluctuations in the level of crime and to provide statistics for varied research and planning purposes. From these data, the SHRs reveal much of what criminologists know empirically about the nature and scope of homicidal behavior in the United States.

For this study, 186,971 SHR murders in the United States that occurred during the 10-year period 1990-1999 were available for analysis. This volume of cases represented an 8 percent decline in reported murders compared with the 202,785 homicides recorded in the decade of the 1980s. From these cases, the authors extracted those homicides involving a chemical (nondrug) poison or a drug/narcotic that an offender had used for homicidal purposes. They excluded reports entailing asphyxiation/fumes because the data did not allow them to differentiate asphyxiation by smothering from those cases concerning chemical fumes (e.g., carbon monoxide).

RESULTS
Of the total 186,971 SHR reports in the United States for the period 1990-1999, 346, or 1.9 per 100,000 total homicides, were poisonings involving a single victim and a single offender or a single victim and an unknown number of offenders. Compared with the 1980s when 292 similar homicidal poisonings were reported, the 1990s saw an increase of 18 percent.

Mr. Westveer is a violent crime specialist in the Behavioral Science Unit at the FBI Academy. Dr. Jarvis is an instructor in the Behavioral Science Unit at the FBI Academy. Dr. Jensen, an FBI special agent, is an instructor in the Behavioral Science Unit at the FBI Academy.
of these crimes, which repre-
sented a 35 percent increase in
the rate of these cases coming to
the attention of law enforcement
during these years.

The effective investigation
of homicides generally, and
poisoning cases in particular,
often depends upon a number
of factors, including such basic
investigative data as victim
demographics, possible offender
characteristics, geographic and
temporal features of the case,
and any particular incident
attributes that may assist law
enforcement. The findings of
this study, therefore, underscore
the importance of cooperation
between the medicolegal and
law enforcement communities
and serve as a foundation for
the continued examination of
behavioral attributes of homi-
cidal poisoners.

Victim Demographics

The SHR data for the 1990s
showed that victims of homi-
cidal poisonings were divided
almost equally between males
and females. The victims’ ages
ranged from a single victim less
than 1 week old to 13 victims
75 years or older. The greatest
number of victims fell in the
age range of 25 to 44 years,
which constituted 91 (37.2
percent) of the victims. The age
of the victim was unknown in 4
(1.2 percent) of the homicides.
By race, white victims were
divided almost equally between
males and females in poisoning
homicides. Victims of other
races (American Indian or
Alaskan Native and Asian or
Pacific Islander) were as likely
to be males as females.

Offender Attributes

The data also revealed that
victim characteristics may dic-
tate some contingency related to
offender characteristics. That is,
when victims were female, the
offenders were predominantly
male. By contrast, if victims
were male, the offenders were
divided almost equally between
males and females. Regardless
of the sex of the victim, the
poisoning offender was pre-
dominantly white. When exam-
ing race, it appeared that
homicidal poisonings, like other
homicidal behavior, usually did
not cross racial lines, with the
offender predominantly of the
same race as the victim. How-
ever, this information also
indicated a slight increase from
1 percent to 3.5 percent among
other races as victims compared
with the 1980s analysis. Addi-
tional findings showed that
whites were predominantly the
victims of male offenders,
blacks were almost equally the
victims of male and female
offenders, and people of other
racial backgrounds were equally
likely to be victims of female or
unknown offenders.

By race, black poisoning
offenders were males twice as
often as females, and white
poisoning offenders also were
more likely to be males. By sex,
the result that 168 (48.6 per-
cent) of the poisoning offenders
were male compared with 115
(33.2 percent) female offenders
would seem to challenge the
perception that primarily fe-
males use poisons. Of course,
these cases represented only
those murders that became
known to law enforcement. It
may be that females are the
predominate poisoners, but are
more successful at getting away
with the crime. Furthermore,
this information reflected a 50
percent increase in the partici-
pation of females in this crim-
nal homicidal behavior com-
pared with data from the 1980s.
It must be noted, of course, that
the sex of 63 (18.2 percent) of
the offenders remained un-
known. The offenders’ ages
ranged from one offender be-
tween the ages of 10 and 14 to
four offenders 75 years or older.

...the potential for toxic
substances becoming
weapons of mass
destruction has
increased dramatically
in recent years.
The age category of 20 to 34 years accounted for 111 (32.1 percent) of the offenders. The age of the offender was unknown in 73 (21.1 percent) of the homicides. These patterns remained relatively stable in comparison with those of the 1980s.

However, as a word of caution, because the authors found the percent of poisoning offenders with unknown characteristics to be 20 to 30 times higher than those with unknown characteristics among all homicide offenders, some of these demographic findings must remain tentative. This problem is most likely due to a lack of witnesses to provide insight into offender characteristics.

**Relationship of Poisoning Victim to Offender**

Homicides within families occurred with some frequency and accounted for 125 (36.1 percent) of the poisonings in the 1990s. The four most frequent relationships within the offender’s family were son (9.5 percent), daughter (7.2 percent), wife (6.9 percent), and husband (5.2 percent). However, while many people may widely believe that poisoning is predominantly a household or domestic crime, this study found that of the reports where the relationship of the offender to the victim was known, more of the victims came from outside the family (63.9 percent) than from within the family (36.1 percent) of the offender. Victims outside the family of the offender accounted for 221 (63.9 percent) of the poisoning homicides. The five most frequent relationships outside the family were acquaintance (69, or 19.9 percent), unknown (66, or 19.1 percent), other (31, or 9 percent), friend (22, or 6.4 percent), and girlfriend (13, or 3.8 percent).

These results are in stark contrast to the findings from the 1980s that showed just 39 percent of victims outside the family of the offender. The earlier analysis disclosed a more equitable distribution of relationships, whereas this study revealed substantially more victimizations of individuals outside the family. But, once again, 66 homicide victims (19.1 percent) in the 1990s had an unknown relationship to the offender. So, the prevalence of unknown characteristics may dampen the significance of some of these patterns. In particular, the variance with the findings of the 1980s may be due to fluctuations in missing data relative to these cases, rather than true compositional changes in homicidal-poisoning behavior.

**Type of Poison**

Thirty (8.7 percent) of the female offenders and 38 (11 percent) of the male offenders employed a chemical (nondrug) poison. Eighty-five (25 percent) female offenders and 130 (37.6 percent) male offenders used a drug/narcotic as their homicidal agent. Although it was not possible from the SHR to determine the exact identification of the poison used, male offenders chose chemical (nondrug) poisons in a ratio of 5 to 4 compared with female offenders. While male offenders used a drug/narcotic in a ratio of almost 3 to 2 to female offenders, this still represented a 33 percent increase in the use of drug/narcotic poisonings by women when compared with data from the 1980s. Because the SHRs did not identify the exact poison used in the homicides, this important piece of information must come from a more in-depth analysis of the specific case reports on file in the various jurisdictions.
because they often display few visible signs, homicidal poisonings remain one of the most difficult crimes to detect and prosecute. All too often, authorities may certify a death as due to a natural or unknown cause, resulting in important evidence of the crime being buried with the victim. Therefore, a great number of homicides by poisoning are detected only upon specific toxicological analyses carried out after the exhumation of the victim’s remains.

Selected from FBI and police files, as well as from public source court documents, these cases identify incidents in which the nature of the initial poisoning was either not detected or misdiagnosed. In most cases, the initial causes of death were thought to be accidental or due to natural causes, but were determined later (through considerable legal and investigative effort) to be homicides where poison was the weapon of choice.

Case #1

In a small country town, a white male suddenly became extremely ill with what his family claimed was pneumonia. Upon admission to the local hospital, he received treatment of antibiotics and pain killers. Ten days after the onset of his symptoms, he succumbed and was declared to have died from his illness. Unbeknownst to authorities, the victim’s wife was involved in an adulterous affair and wished to marry her lover. After her husband’s death, she returned some highly toxic herbicide to a fruit grower who became suspicious and contacted the police. Upon further investigation, the police learned that the victim’s wife had collected on a $55,000 insurance policy and was pressuring her paramour into marriage. The police had the husband’s body exhumed and discovered the highly toxic chemical paraquat in his body. As a result of these findings and other evidence, the police arrested and charged the wife with the death of her husband. She was later convicted and sentenced to 5 years’ imprisonment and treatment in a mental hospital.

Case #2

Officers were called to a residence at 3:30 a.m. to treat an 8-month-old baby who reportedly had stopped breathing. The boy was transported to the local hospital and died later that morning. It was presumed that the infant had suffered from sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). An autopsy later revealed that the child had a blood ethanol level of 0.12 (120 mg/dl). Further investigation led the police to suspect that the father had given the child a toxic dose of peppermint schnapps. The father was arrested and charged with negligent homicide for the alcohol poisoning of his son.

Case #3

Police found a 33-year-old woman dead on her waterbed. The investigating officer noticed a black substance around her mouth and nose and, recalling similar evidence from a case 12 years earlier, suspected possible cyanide poisoning. During the autopsy, personnel detected the distinctive bitter-almond odor common to cyanide poisonings. Laboratory tests confirmed the presence of cyanide in the victim’s blood, but not in her stomach contents. Due to this finding, investigators thought that the victim somehow was forced to inhale hydrogen cyanide gas. They later discovered that her husband worked at an exterminating company where hydrogen cyanide was readily available. Combining this information with evidence of both marital and financial problems, the police later arrested the husband. Prosecutors have sought a first-degree murder conviction and a possible life sentence.
As to what can serve as a potential homicidal poison, an early, but accurate, definition can suffice: “What is there that is not a poison, all things are poison and nothing without poison. Solely the dose determines that a thing is not a poison.” Thus, any chemical substance has the potential of becoming the means of committing a poisoning homicide. Clearly, the prime candidate for the most effective weapon in homicidal poisonings is the chemical with the greatest lethality, the smallest dose, and the least likelihood of detection.

Geographic and Temporal Features

A total of 44 (88 percent) of the 50 states reported poisoning homicides for the decade of the 1990s. The seven states with the most reported cases, accounting for 178 (51.5 percent) of the total reported homicides, were California with 63 (18.2 percent), Washington with 34 (9.8 percent), Texas with 23 (6.6 percent), Pennsylvania with 22 (6.4 percent), and Arizona, Michigan, and New York with 12 (3.5 percent) each. Upon analyzing the 346 poisoning homicide reports by geographic region for the United States, the authors found that the Northeast had 52 (15 percent), the Midwest 56 (16 percent), the South 87 (25 percent), and the West 151 (44 percent). These findings were very similar to the analyses of the 1980s with the exception of an increase of 9 percent in reported cases from the western United States.

The fact that UCR received fewer SHR reports from one geographic area over another, however, does not necessarily mean lower poisoning homicide rates in any specific region.

Factors that could impact the number of reports received from a jurisdiction include legislation requiring autopsies or toxicology screens on all deaths of unknown cause, the sophistication of analytical toxicology laboratories in the area, or the workload of the local law enforcement or forensic pathology personnel.

Modus Operandi

The number of homicide reports per year for the decade varied from a high of 41 in 1995 to a low of 26 in 1999. The average number of poisoning homicide reports per year was 34.6. Yet, the authors found little year-to-year variation in the data reported.

The incidence of poisoning homicide reports by month for the decade varied from a high of 40 in December to a low of 16 in August. The average rate of poisoning homicide reports by month was 28.8.

The data collection format of the SHRs made it impossible to determine an exact motive in 220 (64 percent) of the crimes because of the generalized categories, such as “other, not specified,” “other,” or “unable to determine circumstances.” This important information relating to motive likely will have to come from a more in-depth analysis of specific cases among local jurisdictions.

Interestingly, only two (0.6 percent) SHRs reported the circumstance as related to a “lover’s triangle,” which appeared contrary to the general perception that poisons often are used in domestic situations to remove spouses or significant others.

Because of the large number of reports that fell into generalized unknown categories, the authors also could not determine the exact motive as it related to the relationship of victim to offender. Additionally,
they could not ascertain how the poison was administered. However, a summary of findings concerning the demographics of homicidal poisonings depicts the consistency of patterns in these crimes and may provide an opportunity for investigators in developing leads that may reveal the methods used by these killers.

CONCLUSION

From this study, the authors concluded that the incidence of reported homicides due to poisoning comprised only a small portion of the SHR data for the decade. They wondered, though, if more of these types of homicides remained undetected because of the many holes in the investigative net through which the homicidal poisoner can slip. Also, many of the demographics of poisoning offenders were largely unknown, at least when compared with that of overall homicides during the decade. This may have indicated that homicide investigators had discovered a poisoned victim but could not identify the offender. An old and wise adage related to homicide detection states that “all deaths are homicides until facts prove otherwise.” As evident from the cases identified at the outset of this research and the statistical analysis performed, perhaps this adage could prove more relevant to poisoning cases rephrased as “all deaths, with no visible signs of trauma, may be considered poisonings until facts prove otherwise.”

The authors also felt that many other factors may be important to the identification of a poisoning homicide offender, such as the offender’s socioeconomic status, IQ, level of education, professional training, personality (introversion/extroversion), ethnicity, prior criminal history, marital harmony, and psychological makeup. Unfortunately, SHRs do not contain this information; it can be generated only by in-depth research into actual circumstances surrounding homicidal-poisoning cases. Such analyses may assist law enforcement personnel in their investigations by arming them with a clearer picture of the poisoner. Finally, while this work has focused on individual incidents of homicidal-poisoning behavior, the importance of these patterns may be even more significant in the context of the 21st century. That is, the potential for toxic substances becoming a weapon of mass destruction may prove more of a substantial threat than in the past. In addition, the expanding elderly population may provide additional victims for those who wish to commit homicides that appear as deaths from natural causes. Understanding some of the attributes of homicidal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Victim</th>
<th>Offender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>25-44</td>
<td>20-34(^8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Male/Female(^9)</td>
<td>Male(^10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>White(^11)</td>
<td>White(^12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumstances</td>
<td>Unknown(^13)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>63 percent outside family(^14)</td>
<td>36 percent within family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapon</td>
<td>75 percent drug/narcotic</td>
<td>25 percent nondrug(^15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>20-30 percent higher for both than that of all homicides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
poisoners may enhance the ability of the law enforcement and forensic communities when they are called upon to assist in the prevention and investigation of homicides.

Endnotes


2 Some earlier attempts to identify characteristics of poisoners include those by J. Rowland who found that poisoners likely had an unfortunate married life, failed to make an impression on life, possibly were connected with the medical world, were vain, possessed a mind without sympathy or imagination, and likely were spoiled by their parents, see “The Mind of the Poisoner,” in Poisoners in the Dock (London, UK: Arco Publications, 1960), 230-237. Alternatively, C. Wilson described poisoners as prone to daydreaming and fantasy; possessing an artistic temperament; and being weak-willed, cowardly, and avaricious, see “Poisoners,” in The Mammoth Book of Crime (New York, NY: Graf Publishers, Inc., 1988), 476-484. While these depictions may have been anecdotally accurate when offered, the question remains of whether current law enforcement perceptions and medicolegal statements about poisoners’ characteristics still are valid and reliable. For recent exceptions, see A. Westveer, J. Trestrail, and A. Pinizzotto “Homicidal Poisonings in the United States: An Analysis of the Uniform Crime Reports from 1980-1989,” American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology 17, no. 4 (1996): 282-288 for all references in this article to data on homicidal poisonings occurring from 1980 through 1989.

3 UCR data, believed to be the most reliable source of information concerning incidents that come to the attention of the police, form the basis for all analyses presented in this article. For additional information on UCR, see U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Crime in the United States, 2002 (Washington, DC, 2003).


5 For the purposes of this study, in those reports where there were an unknown number of offenders, the authors assumed that at least one offender was involved. Therefore, they included all of these cases, even though the exact number of offenders remained unknown.

6 The physician Paracelsus (1493-1541) made this observation in 1538.

7 It is estimated that only about 50 percent of the human population can detect the odor of cyanide. Therefore, the possibility exists that the use of this poisonous substance often may go undetected.

8 Age or sex unknown in approximately 20 percent of the cases.

9 If victim was male, offender was no more frequently male or female; if victim was female, offender was more frequently male.

10 More frequent than female, but 50 percent increase in female offending compared with analyses of 1980s.

11 If victim was white, offender was more frequently male; if victim was black, offender was no more frequently male or female. Black male victims occurred two times more than black female victims; white or other race males occurred equally with white or other race females. Other race victims increased from 1 percent to 3.5 percent compared with the analyses of 1980s.

12 Both white and black offenders were more frequently male.

13 Circumstances were not informative in 64 percent of cases due to being reported as unknown/other/missing. Yet, three times more husbands as wives were reported as victims in lover’s triangle circumstance, along with some acquaintance victims in this circumstance.

14 Relationship reported to be 39 percent outside family in the analyses of the 1980s.

15 Drug/narcotic type poisoning involving female offenders increased 33 percent compared with the analyses of the 1980s.

The authors thank the FBI UCR staff for providing SHR data relating to poisoning homicides. Additionally, they express appreciation to John Trestrail for his insights on earlier drafts and his contributions to earlier works in this area. Finally, they gratefully acknowledge those Behavioral Science Unit members who assisted at all stages of the process, including Intern Emily Noroski who reworked initial drafts and Special Agents Harry Kern and Sharon Smith who reviewed the final product.
Unidentified Homicide Victim

The Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department seeks information regarding the identity of a child homicide victim. The child’s headless body was found by officers on April 28, 2001, and the severed head was found on May 1, 2001, in the same area. The child never was identified; the Kansas City community named the child Precious Doe.

Crime Scene

On April 28, 2001, along a dirt road in a wooded area at 59th and Kensington in Kansas City, Missouri, officers found the nude, headless body of a young African-American female lying in weeds along the edge of the road. Two searches of the area with cadaver dogs failed to turn up any related evidence. On May 1, 2001, the victim’s severed head, wrapped in a trash bag, was found in the same wooded area.

Subsequent forensic examination determined the victim to be a child between 3 and 4 years of age, 42” to 44” in height, and between 35 and 40 pounds. She had a light, crescent-shaped birthmark on her front, upper left shoulder.

ViCAP Alert

Alert to Law Enforcement

The Kansas City Police Department contacted the FBI’s Violent Criminal Apprehension Program (ViCAP) and submitted a report about the child. The information was entered into the nationwide ViCAP database of murdered, missing, or unidentified found persons. Further, ViCAP conducted searches of its own and other databases for similar crimes. Based on photographs of the young child’s head, the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children in Alexandria, Virginia, produced the first computer-generated depiction of how the child may have looked in life. Release of this picture garnered national attention and produced numerous leads, none of which revealed her identity. Other attempts by forensic experts who produced drawings and a bust constructed from the actual face and skull received media and news publicity but have not resulted in identification of the child.

Almost 1,000 leads have been logged in this case. A poster was released through Interpol to its over 180 member nations, and leads have been followed in Great Britain, Holland, and Jamaica. On July 15, 2003, the remains of Precious Doe were exhumed and the Forensic Anthropology and Computer Enhancement Services (FACES) laboratory reconstructed the child’s skull and prepared a model of what the child’s face may have looked like.

The Kansas City Police Department asks any agency having information concerning the identity of the child homicide victim to use the following contact information: 1) Kansas City Police Department at 800-399-8517; 2) Sergeant David Bernard, Kansas City Police Department, Homicide Unit, 1125 Locust, Kansas City, Missouri, 64106, at 816-234-5043 or via e-mail at dbernard@kcpd.org; 3) Crime Analyst Suzanne D. Stiltner, ViCAP, Quantico, Virginia, 22135, at 703-632-4173; or 4) Major Case Specialist Eric W. Witzig, ViCAP, Quantico, Virginia, 22135, at 703-632-4194 or via e-mail at vicap@fbi.gov.
The word *khat* (pronounced *cot*) may not evoke much response from most of American society, but it could herald a significant problem for law enforcement in the near future. Khat is a plant that originates in eastern Africa and the southern Middle East; people of these regions know it well and, reportedly, for centuries have chewed its leaves for their narcotic properties. Users in these areas may spend up to half of their income on the drug. Khat is known by other names throughout the world; people in eastern Africa most commonly call it miraa, but it also is referred to as chat, jat, oat, kat, African salad, and Abyssinian tea. Many countries consider it a legitimate (and profitable) export.

The United States considers khat dangerous and classifies it as a controlled substance. Undoubtedly, a passion for this drug in America’s fast-paced society would present a crisis. Armed with an understanding of this natural narcotic, including its origins, chemical and medical concerns, and cultural status, law enforcement will be better equipped to combat it if it expands into the larger U.S. population.

**Composition and Cultivation**

The main psychoactive ingredients in khat are cathinone (chemically similar to amphetamine) and cathine. In addition, khat plants contain chemicals called alkaloids, which long have served as narcotics and hallucinogens.

DEA classifies cathinone as a Schedule I narcotic. The amounts of cathinone that exist in khat and, thus, the drug’s mind-altering effects may vary based on the area where it was harvested. For instance, the amount of cathinone in khat plants from Kenya may reach 14 percent, while levels in plants from Yemen may be as low as 3.3 percent. Once khat leaves dry and the cathinone evaporates, only cathine remains, and the plant drops to a Schedule IV narcotic.

Current interest in cathinone exists because recent discoveries confirm that illegal laboratories produce a chemical called methcathinone, a synthetic form of cathinone. Ephedrine, a compound found in over-the-counter cold medicines, and pseudoephedrine represent the main precursor chemicals. Methcathinone, which sells as a methamphetamine alternative, commonly is called cat and often mistaken for khat.

The khat tree grows 3,000 to 6,000 feet above sea level and can reach a height of 20 feet. The leaves of the plant are reddish-brown while on the tree, but quickly become a leathery yellow-green once picked. Although people may use all of the stems and leaves, they appear to prefer the young shoots at the top of the plant because they find them softer and easier to chew than the older ones toward the bottom. While most leaves are harvested for chewing, some are deliberately dried and crushed into a powder form for additional use.
uses, such as smoking, brewing tea, or sprinkling over food. People harvest the leaves and stems of the plant on a continual basis throughout the year.

Khat leaves must be transported quickly to market because once they dry (within 48 hours), the cathinone evaporates, leaving only the milder cathine. When this happens, of course, users who crave the more potent effects find the khat of little worth. To help avoid this, harvesters package the leaves and stems in plastic bags or wrap them in banana leaves to preserve their moisture and may sprinkle them with water during transport to keep them moist. Frozen or refrigerated khat may retain cathinone longer.

**Effects and Concerns**

Cathinone stimulates an excessive production of dopamine, which controls feelings of pleasure and happiness, in the human brain. This can lead to a variety of short-term effects, including hallucinations, bizarre thoughts, schizophrenia, high blood pressure, rapid breathing, lethargy, mild depression, nightmares, and heightened alertness. Other possible examples are a suppressed appetite for food and sex and an increased ability to stay awake for long periods of time. The drug also can make users more aggressive, inflate their egos, and cause them to be irrational and irritated, which may lead to unusual behavior, such as increased arguments, reckless actions, and violence. Additional, less dramatic examples can include dry mouth, flushing, and an urge to urinate. The effects of chewing khat, which can vary by user, may not show up for 3 or more hours, but then may last for several hours.

The long-term effects for chronic users may include anxiety, confusion, dysphoria, aggressive or agitated behavior, insomnia, high blood pressure, loss of weight due to a lack of appetite, increased heart rate and stomach irritation, and dehydration. Visual hallucinations and paranoia represent additional examples. The chemicals in khat also may block the body’s absorption of iron and other necessary minerals, causing potential health consequences.

Advocates of khat argue that the drug eases symptoms of diabetes, asthma, and intestinal disorders. Furthermore, users claim that they are more adept at problem solving and social communication and have increased spirits and sharpened thinking.

Many khat users have adapted strategies to impede the ill effects of the drug. Most veteran consumers can estimate the amount they can chew to avoid the negative effects of sleep deprivation and loss of appetite. Neophytes typically do not

---

**Examples of Khat Use Effects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Term</th>
<th>Long Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hallucinations</td>
<td>anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bizarre thoughts</td>
<td>confusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schizophrenia</td>
<td>dysphoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increased blood pressure</td>
<td>aggressive behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rapid breathing</td>
<td>insomnia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lethargy</td>
<td>high blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mild depression</td>
<td>weight loss due to decreased appetite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nightmares</td>
<td>increased heart rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heightened alertness</td>
<td>stomach irritation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss of appetite</td>
<td>dehydration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difficulty sleeping</td>
<td>hallucinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inflated ego</td>
<td>paranoia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agitation</td>
<td>decreased absorption of important nutrients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
start chewing large amounts of khat; therefore, they build up a tolerance for the drug slowly. Some users even have supplemented alcohol or other depressants to counteract the effect that khat has on sleep. Due to the small quantity often consumed, overdose is unlikely.

While khat does have a strong psychological addiction for most users, the withdrawal symptoms are relatively minor when compared with other illegal drugs, such as heroin and cocaine. Withdrawal signs may include laziness, depression, nightmares, and slight tremors. The duration of these symptoms may differ by user. Furthermore, the severity of the depression can vary and may lead to agitation or sleeping difficulties.

The rise of khat use in the United States seems to coincide with the increase in the number of immigrants arriving from eastern Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. In 2000, the U.S Customs Service seized 70,008 pounds of khat, an increase of 21,070 pounds from the previous year. In Columbus, Ohio, which has the second largest Somali population in the United States, police seized 860 pounds in 2002, an increase over the previous 2 years’ seizures of 633 pounds and 8.5 pounds, respectively. New York City, Detroit, Minneapolis, Seattle, and San Diego may see an increase in khat arrests due to growing eastern African communities.

Many immigrants are unaware that khat is illegal in the United States. As a result, they often use the drug in public and later face arrest. Some cities even have seen khat advertised and sold openly in grocery stores and restaurants. Many sellers, in an attempt to keep sales of the drug quiet, only deal with users of eastern African descent and turn away everyone else.

On the street, khat currently sells for $28 to $50 a bundle (100 to 200g) and $300 to $440 a kilogram; these prices currently compare with those of some other drugs, such as ecstasy and oxycodone, but are considerably lower than prices of other narcotics, such as marijuana, cocaine, and heroin. Khat’s low cost makes it appealing to many drug users, especially youths.

Most of the khat enters the United States from eastern Africa via overnight shipping, although there have been some instances of cultivation in the United States. A majority of khat arrives through
commercial shipping services, although some passengers aboard airlines will smuggle it in their luggage or place it with other cargo and mark it as “vegetables.”

Recommendations

With khat seizures nearly doubling annually, law enforcement personnel must become more cognizant of this drug. The following recommendations may assist officers to better combat its manufacturing, distribution, and use:

• Law enforcement officers must receive training in academies and in-service seminars to recognize khat. Examples of the actual drug can aid in identification. Drug detection canines also should be trained to detect khat.

• To identify users on the street, officers must have an understanding of khat symptoms and methods of use.

• Because the trafficking and smuggling practices of khat are not unlike those of other illegal narcotics coming into the United States, current drug detection methods can prove successful.

• Law enforcement agencies must use international communication and cooperation to track the progression of khat and possible dealers migrating to the United States.

• Law enforcement must be aware of any khat cultivation in the United States. The plant grows in higher altitudes with wet climates (or in greenhouses or indoors where the climate can be duplicated); in this regard, officers must monitor, as appropriate, any areas in the United States that may provide khat with the means to grow.

• Because khat has previously existed only in underdeveloped countries, few scientific studies exist. Reliable data could help law enforcement agencies understand the potential long-term effects of khat.

• To target incidents of khat use, law enforcement and medical institutions, including hospitals, research facilities, and health departments, must make a coordinated effort.

Conclusion

With khat numbers growing in the United States, law enforcement must fight this drug proactively. To evaluate the potential for khat use, Americans only need to consider the progression of other drugs, such as oxycodone and ecstasy, which started with a small community of users and now continue to spread across the country. While khat has not yet become widespread, it soon may be a legitimate problem.

If law enforcement personnel can become educated about khat, perhaps this knowledge will prove valuable when combating this drug in the United States. The key to early success in this effort is recognition.

Endnotes

1 The authors based this article on their research and knowledge of narcotics.
3 A Schedule I narcotic presents a high potential for abuse and dependence. Examples include LSD, heroin, and cocaine. For additional information, see http://www.usdoj.gov/dea/agency/csa.htm.
5 A Schedule IV narcotic presents a lower potential for abuse and dependence than some other controlled substances. Examples include benzodiazepines, darvon, and phenobarbital. For additional information, see http://www.usdoj.gov/dea/agency/csa.htm.
7 Supra note 4.
9 Supra note 4.
10 Supra notes 2 and 8.
13 Supra note 12 (Al-Kamel).
14 Supra note 12 (Al-Kamel).
15 Supra note 4.
17 Ibid.
19 Supra notes 6 and 12 (Al-Kamel).
20 T.Trent Gegax, Meet the Khat Heads, Newsweek, September 30, 2002, 35.

Dr. Burke, a former police officer, is a professor of criminal justice at Radford University in Radford, Virginia.

The Bulletin Honors

Christos G. Rouses Memorial

The Lowell, Massachusetts, Police Department presents the Christos G. Rouses Memorial. This monument, dedicated in 1980, is named for Officer Rouses, who was shot to death by an armed robber while responding to a silent alarm at a local pharmacy. The memorial, located in the plaza directly in front of Lowell Police Department Headquarters, depicts an officer with his hand on the shoulder of a young child and features the names of Officer Rouses and other fallen Lowell officers. The memorial sits, surrounded by landscaping, in the center of an unused fountain.

Nominations for The Bulletin Honors should include at least one color 5x7 or 8x10 photograph (slides also are accepted) of a law enforcement memorial along with a short description (maximum of 200 words). Contributors should send submissions to the Editor, FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, FBI Academy, Madison Building, Room 201, Quantico, VA 22135.
Police Suicide: Tactics for Prevention
by Dell P. Hackett and John M. Violanti,
Charles C. Thomas Publisher, Springfield,

The information, issues, and concepts presented in Police Suicide: Tactics for Prevention deserve serious consideration in the advancement of law enforcement suicide prevention and reduction. The book was researched and written by leading experts in their fields of law enforcement, pathology, psychiatry, and other behavioral sciences, along with consultants connected to law enforcement.

Studies have documented that within a specific time frame, some law enforcement agencies have had more officer deaths from suicide than from line-of-duty homicides. In some situations, this rate is higher than in other employment areas, as well as the general population of the United States. The authors of this book addressed in-depth the law enforcement teaching and working culture, ranging from entry into the academy to executive-level administration of the department. They examined the supervisor’s role in detection and prevention of suicide and organizational denial of the suicide dilemma, as well as concerns of family members and survivors of the victim officer, including the who, what, when, where, how, and why of confidential help, or lack thereof, from professionals.

The purpose of this well-researched book is to get the reader much closer to the detection of law enforcement personnel in low- to high-risk crisis postures who may commit self-harm coupled with sound strategies and tactics for prevention for all departments. Three strong points emerge from the book besides its overall comprehensiveness. First, an outstanding modified flowchart depicts a model for suicide prevention with initial and ending protocol actions involving the officer’s family. Second, results from a National Police Suicide Foundation’s officer survey revealed 10 reasons why officers commit suicide. Within this point, the authors also identify a startling potential phenomena coined “suicide by suspect.” This involves officers deliberately failing to initiate a defensive action against a life-threatening situation as an honorable way out of their depressed state of mind. The third point entails information on a training module, Gatekeeper, that focuses on officers in a crisis situation using the technique of questioning, persuading, and referring as preventive measures to suicide incidents.

Police Suicide: Tactics for Prevention is a must read for all law enforcement personnel, ranging from the basic recruit in the academy to the top echelons of command, including staff supervisors, managers, administrators, and commissioners. It is a critical book for the policy and procedures writers, in-service training and assessment center representatives, psychological testing personnel, correctional members, chaplains, and all first responders in the community.

This book is an exemplary research effort in the field of law enforcement designed to reverse the thinking that may lead to life-ending decisions. Information in this book is essential to the advancement of law enforcement suicide prevention. It surfaces the hidden psychological dangers common to law enforcement officers involving job stress and their roles in society.

Reviewed by
Larry R. Moore
Certified Emergency Manager
International Association of Emergency Managers
Knoxville, Tennessee
Identification with the Aggressor
How Crime Victims Often Cope with Trauma
By RYAN E. MELSKY, M.A., J.D.

He was too weak to live down the shock of the killing. That’s what he suspected must be troubling him. A real man could have come out of it in a short time and resumed a normal life.

After all, he had done all he could that night. He had nothing to feel bad about. Nothing at all. It was easy for some of them to criticize him. To have their training classes and criticize him and Ian and say what should have been done.

Then he was crying. It was the first time he had cried like this. Karl Hettinger sat hunched in his chair and his wet cheeks glistened silver from the light of the television, and his shoulders began heaving and great shuddering sobs ripped out. He lost control. He wept and the shame of it made the tears gush hot. There was nothing left, not a shred of self-respect.

One day while walking through a department store with O’Lear looking for thieves, he saw a masonry drill he needed. He started to buy it but instead just put it in his pocket. It was as baffling and inexplicable as the weeping.

—Joseph Wambaugh, The Onion Field

The notion that a traumatic experience produces an extreme reaction is an ancient one. When confronted with serious, often life-threatening situations, crime victims instinctively resort to various cognitive mechanisms that allow them to cope with their sudden victimization. Many people are familiar with the more common of these coping strategies, or “defense mechanisms” as psychologists call them, which include regression, denial, and repression.
In addition to these, crime victims also can cope with life-threatening trauma by “identifying” with their aggressor, just as Karl Hettinger—an officer with the Los Angeles, California, Police Department—did after witnessing two thieves murder his partner. Identifying with the aggressor has become a well-documented, bona fide defense mechanism. By understanding why people often identify with their aggressors and how this affects future behavior, the law enforcement community can better comprehend the vicissitudes of victimization and, as a result, provide more effective victim services, thereby facilitating a healthy recovery for crime victims.

**Identification Process**

The process of identification occurs when one person forms an emotional bond with another. Introjection then takes place, whereby identifying parties modify their own personalities and physical characteristics in an attempt to imitate the person they are identifying with. Typically motivated by unconscious forces, identifying parties may not recognize the effects that identification has on their actions.

Examples of identification happen every day, especially in children and teenagers. Little boys wear toy guns and badges to emulate their police officer fathers. Young girls don their mothers’ jewelry and makeup to look like them. Teenagers often dress in the same type of clothes and speak in the same manner to identify with their social groups.

**Identification with Aggressors**

By identifying with their aggressors, assuming their attributes, and imitating their aggression, crime victims cognitively transform themselves from the people threatened into those making the threat. This mental transformation allows the victim to achieve some feeling of strength in an otherwise humiliating situation. In short, when an aggressor sticks a gun in a person’s face or kidnaps someone at knifepoint, often the victim’s only chance for survival is to join the aggressor emotionally, as well as physically. Anything short of total cooperation likely will result in death.

In addition to its cognitive utility, identification with the aggressor serves an important, external function. With this defense mechanism, victims make an intuitive prediction regarding their aggressors’ reactions to the bond. Instinctively, victims know that if they appease their aggressors, their chances of survival increase.

Aggressors assured that they are “right” or whose controlling ideations are bolstered by the companionship of submissive victims will less likely dispose of this “positive” reinforcement. In this way, the victim’s identification has somewhat of a controlling effect on the aggressor. Intuitively, the victim has outsmarted the aggressor.

From a causal perspective, some theorize that identification with the aggressor results from
the victim’s appreciation for being allowed to live. When abductors threaten to kill victims, they establish intense fear in their captives. However, when abductors change their minds and begin to show compassion, their victims feel gratitude toward them.8

Well-Known Examples

Karl Hettinger’s troubling postvictimization behavior represents one well-known illustration of how crime victims identify with their aggressors. History is full of examples of how otherwise law-abiding victims bonded with their aggressors and subsequently went on to participate in, or cooperate with, criminal conduct.

When Adolf Hitler and other leaders of the Nazi regime implemented policies calling for mass genocide during the 1930s and 1940s, they recruited unlikely participants to carry out their murderous plans in the concentration camps. As a result, many of Germany’s doctors were transformed from humanistic healers to cold-blooded torturers and killers. Under the threat of their violent leaders, whether actual or implied, these educated and accomplished concentration camp doctors came to justify their crude and pointless human experiments as being necessary under the current conditions, just as Nazi policies proclaimed.9

In 1973, a bungled bank robbery in Stockholm, Sweden, resulted in a prolonged hostage situation. As time wore on, the hostages became impatient and frustrated. As a result, they identified with their captors and eventually came to assist them against the police. This case prompted the term Stockholm syndrome.10

In what probably represents the most well-known case of identification with the aggressor, Patty Hearst was kidnapped, kept blindfolded and nude in a closet for several months, sexually assaulted, and deprived of food and sleep. Eventually, her abductors freed her from her confines and began to show her compassion.11 When they did, she joined their bank-robbing escapades. Accounts of Hearst committing bank robberies seemed to portray a young woman who enjoyed her crimes as she acted under her own free will.

Many wonder why people caught up in such situations as these did not attempt to flee their captors. This mentality reflects a pervasive lack of knowledge regarding the subjective experience of crime victims. This insensibility, in turn, serves to revictimize the victim. Members of the law enforcement community, as well as society as a whole, must realize that the experience of being a crime victim creates a complex, long-lasting effect on the person’s cognitive processes. Moreover, these effects are not easily understood.

Long-Term Effects and Future Considerations

In its mildest form, identification with the aggressor is a healthy defense mechanism. It allows people to adjust to threatening situations. For example, a little girl afraid to walk down the dark hallway of her house for fear of meeting a ghost may solve the problem by “booing” her way along the corridor.12

On the opposite end of the spectrum, identification with the aggressor may lead to antisocial or “psychopathic” behavior. Although especially true with continuous victimization over a long period of time beginning in early childhood,13 a single
life-threatening experience may be enough. Such was the case with Karl Hettinger. Obviously, identifying with an aggressor during victimization creates long-term psychological and personality changes likely to last well after the aggressor has relinquished control. Sadly, many crime victims, despite treatment by competent professionals, remain psychologically disabled.14

Coupled with identification with the aggressor, a traumatic experience also may lead to post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In turn, the victim may experience amnesia, depression, or suicidal tendencies, all of which are by-products of PTSD. Overall, the traumatic threat imposed on an unwilling victim by an aggressor can produce multiple cognitive and behavioral abnormalities for the rest of that person’s life.15

This does not bode well for law enforcement officers, prosecutors, or therapists working with crime victims who have identified with their aggressors. In situations where antisocial behavior has resulted, the intrapsychic identification between the victim and the aggressor can be so intense that the victim actually will project the aggression onto those trying to help.16 This results in an angry, difficult victim who resists change.

However, this does not mean that no hope exists. Rather, just as no one can force a physical wound to heal quickly, no one can force a psychological wound to heal either. In both cases, a person has to flow with the healing process, not fight it.17

What often is overlooked is that the healing process begins with the first law enforcement officer to make contact with the victim. Soon after, the victim likely will encounter other officers, detectives, paramedics, nurses, physicians, family members, prosecutors, judges, jurors, and therapists, to name a few. By not judging the victim by how they think that they would have acted in the situation, these professionals can resist the natural, often subconscious, tendency to blame the victim.

Conclusion

The process of identifying with their aggressors is a real, instinctive phenomenon that crime victims often experience. No one should scrutinize or judge the subjective, complex reactions of victims of violent crime because history has shown that this defense mechanism has played a role in saving the lives of countless victims.

Instead, people should come to accept what they already know—a traumatic experience produces an extreme response. Understanding this, law enforcement officers and others coming into contact with victims of violent crime can help these individuals begin the long road to healing, as opposed to exacerbating the problem by revictimizing them. A victim’s seemingly odd reaction to the trauma directly results from the fact that the person had no choice but to adopt this form of behavior. Keeping this foremost in mind will serve the public and, most important, crime victims well.

Endnotes


6 Supra note 3, 113.
11 Supra note 8, sec. A, p. 4.
12 Christopher F. Monte, Beneath the Mask: An Introduction to Theories of Personality, 5th ed. (Fort Worth, TX: Harcourt Brace, 1995), 201.
15 Supra note 2.
16 Supra note 13, 52-53.
17 Supra note 2.

Snapshot

Sea Hunt

The New Hanover County, North Carolina, Sheriff’s Office received a call that a male had shot at and kidnapped his estranged girlfriend at gunpoint, forcing his way into her truck on a rural road. Shortly after receiving the call, officers located an abandoned vehicle that had been operated by the subject along with a firearm. Investigation revealed the identities of the victim and the subject; cellular phone calls to family members by both the victim and the subject verified investigative results. A negotiator with the sheriff’s office emergency response team contacted the victim by telephone and, after several hours, determined the location of the two individuals.

On learning the location, both the negotiator and tactical elements of the emergency response team moved into the area. The subject, now driving the truck, attempted to flee but was blocked, so he turned to drive toward the intra-coastal waterway. The victim jumped from the truck, and the subject drove directly into the waterway.

The photo depicts members of the sheriff’s office emergency response team deployed on the bow of a U.S. Coast Guard vessel approaching the subject who was partially concealed on the floor of the flooded truck. The subject was removed without incident after approximately 30 minutes; he suffered exposure to the 39-degree water.
Collaboration

The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) presents Fighting Urban Crime: The Evolution of Federal-Local Collaboration. Although rare before the mid-1980s, collaboration between federal and local law enforcement has grown rapidly as local police and prosecutors have worked closely with federal authorities to address increased levels of drug trafficking and violent crime. This report examines the rise of federal-local collaboration; the various types of relationships, such as task forces and grant-funded programs; and the advantages collaboration offers both local and federal authorities. These partnerships have been characterized by restraint, careful coordination, and shared operational leadership. Researchers found that collaboration has become institutionalized in many U.S. cities and likely will expand in the future. This report is available electronically at http://www.nij.gov/pdffiles1/nij/197040.pdf or by contacting the National Criminal Justice Reference Service at 800-851-3420.

Reference and Statistics

The need to safeguard U.S. borders has drawn more attention recently than ever before. The law traditionally has recognized that significant public safety interests are at stake when it comes to safeguarding America’s borders. This has translated into a unique body of law that permits the government to exercise broad search authority at the border to safeguard the public. This article discusses the contours of land border search law, including a discussion of the role the actual site of the search plays, whether the site is at the actual border, at the functional equivalent of the border, at the extended border, or during the course of roving border patrols.

**ACTUAL BORDER**

The state of the law with respect to suspicionless searches conducted at actual, or “true,” U.S. borders is the most straightforward and most easily understood. Such searches have been described as either exceptions to the Fourth Amendment’s warrant and probable cause requirements (leaving them subject only to the amendment’s reasonableness standard) or as a species of search wholly outside the Fourth Amendment.¹

A true border search can be made without probable cause, without a warrant, and, indeed, without any articulable suspicion at all.² The only limitation on such a search is the Fourth Amendment stricture that it be conducted reasonably. Note that the reasonableness calculus is different at the border (i.e., looser) than it is inland.³ Of course, the experience and training of law enforcement personnel must be the lens through which all of the facts...
giving rise to concern on the part of the officer or agent at the border are viewed.\textsuperscript{4} The law has developed a sliding scale with regard to border searches—as the degree of intrusiveness increases, so does the requirement for indicia of suspicion.

\textbf{Routine Border}

When crossing the border into the United States, a traveler’s luggage, conveyance, outer clothing, purse, wallet, and pockets are subject to suspicionless (i.e., routine) inspection.\textsuperscript{5} When inspecting luggage, it is permissible as part of a routine search to scratch the exterior to determine if the luggage shell vibrates (lack of vibration would be abnormal), to flex the luggage exterior (lack of flex would be abnormal), and to heft the luggage to see whether it is equally weighted (unexplained weight might suggest a hidden compartment containing contraband).\textsuperscript{6}

\textbf{Pat Downs and Exposures}

Pat downs and requests, for example, to raise a skirt to reveal an undergarment may be considered to fall—depending upon the circuit—somewhere between the suspicionless border search\textsuperscript{7} and such nonroutine border examinations as strip and body cavity searches.\textsuperscript{8} Therefore, these may require some level of suspicion, albeit minimal.

\textbf{Nonroutine Border}

\textit{Drilling/Destructive/Disruptive}

Invasive measures designed to reveal the nature of the contents of a container, such as a suitcase or steel drum used for shipping materials, require some level of justification to comply with the Fourth Amendment. For example, drilling into the bottom of a traveler’s bag because it had an unusual bottom is not a routine search and, therefore, requires reasonable suspicion.\textsuperscript{9} Similarly, once reasonable suspicion arose, drilling into a vessel to reveal cocaine hidden in a secret compartment was a proper reasonable means of effectuating a border search.\textsuperscript{10} Drilling into a metal cylinder arriving at an international airport in the United States, not a routine search, must be based upon reasonable suspicion.\textsuperscript{11} Inserting a long, thin metal probe in the drain valve of an electrical transformer awaiting customs clearance has been held proper because the search was based upon reasonable suspicion.\textsuperscript{12} In summary, at the border, reasonable suspicion justifies a full-scale search that employs reasonable means.\textsuperscript{13}

However, a nondestructive search taking only 1 to 2 hours at the border that involves only dismantling and reassembly, such as the removal, inspection, and reattachment of a vehicle gas tank (a reversible procedure that does not threaten vehicle safety or operation), requires no suspicion. In \textit{United States v. Flores-Montano},\textsuperscript{14} an inspector tapped a station wagon gas tank, “noted that the tank sounded solid,” and had a mechanic on contract with the U.S. Customs Service remove the tank.
Conducting a search involving neither serious damage or destruction, the inspector then “hammered off bondo (a putty-like hardening substance used to seal openings) from the top of the gas tank[,]... opened an access plate underneath the bondo and found 37 kilograms of marijuana bricks.” The Supreme Court ruled that under these circumstances, no level of suspicion is needed to justify the search inasmuch as it and others similarly conducted at the border are inherently “reasonable simply by virtue of the fact that they occur at the border.” Unfortunately, the Flores-Montano decision deliberately left unaddressed whether more invasive or lengthier searches, such as potentially destructive drilling, also can be conducted without any suspicion whatsoever.

Similar to drilling for purposes of detecting the contents of a container, the relatively low reasonable suspicion standard is the level of proof required for involuntary x-rays, except, perhaps, in the Ninth Circuit. Indeed, it even can be argued that x-rays, particularly at airports, are routine.

When a search more invasive than a routine inspection is conducted at the border, additional requirements are imposed. The degree of invasiveness visited upon the detainee must be weighed.

A strip search, for example, requires “reasonable” or ‘real’ suspicion, directed specifically to [the] person[.] Note, however, that the continuing viability of the real (as opposed to reasonable) suspicion and other tests (discussed below) developed by the Ninth Circuit are in serious doubt given the 1985 Supreme Court decision in United States v. Montoya de Hernandez, which “rejected the Ninth Circuit’s view that there exists a ‘clear indication’ standard, intermediate between ‘reasonable suspicion’ and ‘probable cause,’ applicable when a seizure of a traveler persists beyond a routine border search.”

Body cavity searches are the most intrusive and personal types of searches. Accordingly, a higher standard sometimes is imposed on the government to conduct such searches, whether they are conducted visually or by way of a physical examination. A visual examination of body cavities generally needs no more than reasonable suspicion, although more is required in the Ninth Circuit—a clear indication or plain suggestion. A physical body cavity inspection at the border also must be based upon reasonable suspicion or, within the Ninth and Fifth Circuits, upon a clear indication that contraband is being hidden in a body cavity.

**Detention at the Border**

Detaining someone at the border for a period longer than that necessary for a routine inspection is justified if based on reasonable suspicion that the would-be entrant, for example, is “smuggling contraband in her alimentary canal.” Once the decision is made to detain someone, the next issue becomes the length of time the person may be detained. There is no “bright-line” solution as each case is judged by its unique set of facts, and a determination whether continued detention is reasonable is reached in light of all of those facts. Courts recognize that the time for which a suspect is held often is lengthened by the suspect’s own behavior, which, in balloon-swallowing cases, can involve refusal to eat, drink, excrete, submit to x-rays, or take laxatives. Many cases begin with detentions that ripen into arrests. When the entire restraint period is considered (periods of detention plus
arrest), care must be taken to present the facts to a magistrate judge in a timely fashion. Failing to do so may result in motions for sanctions against the government. In one reported decision, a balloon-swallowing defendant argued that his detention actually had ripened into an arrest, that consequently he had not been provided “with the procedural protections required for warrantless arrests,” and, therefore, his incriminating statements made after the “arrest” should be suppressed. Although the appellate panel had no trouble dismissing the defendant’s argument, it established a rule applicable in the Fifth Circuit that when balloon swallowers are detained, the government “must seek a judicial determination, within a reasonable period, that reasonable suspicion exists to support the detention.” This can be done, the court added, by making an ex parte presentation to a magistrate judge. If this is not done within 48 hours, the judges warned that the “burden” shifts “to the government to demonstrate a bona fide emergency or extraordinary circumstance justifying the lengthier delay.”

Mail

All mail arriving from overseas certainly may be opened without a warrant at the postal facility in the United States where it first arrives if there is reasonable cause to suspect its contents are being unlawfully introduced into the country. Indeed, the Fourth Amendment permits the inspection of items crossing the border without any suspicion. The area of the law with regard to mail crossing the border has been overlaid, however, with statutory and regulatory provisions, which seemingly provide additional protection to sealed letter class mail. In such cases, “reasonable cause to suspect the presence of...contraband” must be established. This standard is not difficult to meet. For example, little more than the recognition that the letter class mail originated from a drug source country establishes reasonable cause. Some courts have bypassed the reasonable cause requirement by using a separate statutory provision that has no threshold proof requirement. As the law in this area is confused, it is best to seek guidance from someone knowledgeable in the applicable circuit case law: “[T]he constitutional necessity of the statutory requirement of reasonable suspicion for a search of international mail is unsettled; many lower courts, however, have upheld spot-checks of international mail conducted without particularized suspicion.” Note that both the functional equivalent and extended search doctrines may apply to both incoming and outgoing mail or its substitute (e.g., commercial express mail).

FUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENT

“Under the ‘functional equivalent’ doctrine, routine border searches are constitutionally permissible at places other than actual borders where travelers frequently enter or exit the country.” Examples of functional equivalent borders include airports within the United States where international flights depart or first land and at an “established station near the border, at a point marking the confluence of two or more roads that extend from the border.” Of course, this means that those traveling by vehicle “may be stopped at fixed checkpoints near the border without individualized suspicion even if the stop is based largely on ethnicity.” Additionally, “boats on inland
waters with ready access to the sea may be hailed and boarded with no suspicion whatever.”

The first point inside the United States where a ship arriving from outside the country docks is another example of a border functional equivalent. The key feature of a border functional equivalent, then, is that it is “the first point at which an entrant may practically be detained.”

EXTENDED BORDER

“The extended border doctrine provides that non-routine border searches that occur near the border are deemed constitutionally permissible if reasonable under the Fourth Amendment,” something which is determined by a three-part test, “whether 1) there is a reasonable certainty [or a high degree of probability] that a border crossing has occurred; 2) there is a reasonable certainty that no change in the condition of the luggage [i.e., the item or person to be examined] has occurred since the border crossing; and 3) there is a reasonable suspicion that criminal activity has occurred.” This three-part test becomes necessary in an extended border search context because it “entails greater intrusion on an entrant’s legitimate expectation of privacy than does a search conducted at the border or its functional equivalent[.]” What, however, is reasonable certainty? This is a proof threshold that lies between probable cause and beyond a reasonable doubt. Regarding the second prong of the test, key to concluding whether or not there has been any change in the luggage, conveyance, or any other item, because it crossed the border are factors including “the time and distance from the original entry and the manner and extent of surveillance.” The signal characteristic that differentiates the extended border search from one conducted at the border’s functional equivalent is that the first “takes place after the first point in time when the entity might have been stopped within the country.” Significantly, a proper extended border like a functional equivalent search may take place without either a warrant or probable cause.

ROVING PATROLS

By statute, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has the power to search any vehicle located “within a reasonable distance from any external boundary of the United States” without a warrant. A reasonable distance is defined as “within 100 air miles from any external boundary of the United States.” However, such a yardstick is not necessarily determinative. “It is clear, of course, that no Act of Congress can authorize a violation of the Constitution.” Despite the statute and regulation, the Supreme Court refused to condone a suspicionless Border Patrol vehicle search 25 air miles north of the border with Mexico that resulted from a roving patrol. Note that a roving patrol does not keep the suspect or suspect conveyance under nearly continuous surveillance from the point where the actual border was crossed. “In the absence of probable cause or consent, the search violated the...Fourth Amendment right to be free of ‘unreasonable searches and seizures.’” The Court continued, quoting from one of its earlier opinions, that “those lawfully within the country, entitled to use the public highways, have a right to free passage without interruption or search unless there is known to a competent official, authorized to search, probable cause for believing that their vehicles are carrying contraband or illegal merchandise.”
Not only may searches away from the border or its functional/extended equivalent not be conducted absent probable cause or consent, neither may brief stops be effected absent reasonable suspicion. In 1973, the Border Patrol stopped a car below San Clemente, California, and away from the U.S.-Mexican border solely because all three of its occupants “appeared” to be of “Mexican descent.” The government relied on the INS statutory and regulatory to support its position that it had the authority to stop vehicles in the border area solely for the purpose of determining whether the occupants were legally in the United States. As before, the Border Patrol was disappointed before the Supreme Court. Although recognizing the serious illegal immigrant problem along the southwest border, the Court nevertheless concluded that “[t]he Fourth Amendment applies to all seizures of the person, including seizures that involve only a brief detention short of traditional arrest.”

The Court went on to expand its remarks, noting

except at the border and its functional equivalents, officers on roving patrol may stop vehicles only if they are aware of specific articulable facts, together with rational inferences from those facts, that reasonably warrant suspicion that the vehicles contain aliens who may be illegally in the country.

In sum, away from the actual, functional equivalent, or extended border, traditional Fourth Amendment concepts apply to both searches and seizures. Put differently, so-called roving patrols enjoy no special Fourth Amendment treatment, nor do they fall under any special exception to the reasonableness requirement.

**BORDER SEARCH AUTHORITY**

As a general rule, only those federal officers with customs or immigration enforcement authority, or those acting under their supervision, may conduct border searches. Drug evidence uncovered by an FBI agent who was searching vehicles entering the United States from Mexico to determine if they were stolen was suppressed because he was not cloaked with statutory border search authority. Indeed, the government could not even make a claim that the FBI agent is a person ‘authorized to board or search vessels’ within Section 482 or that customs authority has been delegated to him. The FBI agent surpassed his authority.... He acted for general law enforcement purposes, not for enforcement of customs laws[...]. Congress and the courts have specifically narrowed the border searches to searches conducted by customs officials in enforcement of customs laws.

Additionally, the FBI agent had not been acting in concert with customs officials nor had the agent been cloaked with customs authority as, for example, by a cross-designation of customs powers. The Ninth Circuit has said statutes, such as the one granting customs officials their powers, “represent special designations of authority to them to conduct border searches. That authority also has been extended to immigration authorities and Coast Guard officials” and, conspicuously by omission, to no other federal law enforcement personnel. The court added that Congress has given the authority to conduct border searches only to this limited group of officials and has
charged them with the exclusive responsibility for inspecting goods and persons crossing the borders and for interdicting illegal entries. Searches conducted by other law enforcement agencies are not considered border searches and must therefore meet the traditional demands of the Fourth Amendment. If there is to be a delegation or cross-designation of, for example, customs authority, it will not be valid unless clearly made, such as by written agreement or, if in the heat of an enforcement operation, verbally. Delegations of federal customs authority may be made by designation to other than federal personnel, such as to state or local law enforcement personnel. Personnel assisting and under the supervision of customs officials at the border, such as National Guard soldiers or even nongovernment individuals, may conduct border searches.

CONCLUSION

Border search authority is an important weapon in the law enforcement arsenal. However, to lawfully exercise such powers, a law enforcement officer must be acting under a clear delegation of authority or acting under the direction and supervision of federal agents who have such authority. Of course, benefits from this authority also may arise through close coordination of investigations and the sharing of information.
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Officer Charles Ricco of the Fairfield, Connecticut, Police Department responded to a one-car accident in a residential neighborhood. Upon arrival at the scene, Officer Ricco determined that the vehicle had gone over a curb and struck a tree. The elderly female driver sustained injuries and was trapped in the car. Officer Ricco also noticed that the engine compartment was on fire and that the vehicle was filling with smoke. Quickly and without regard for his own safety, Officer Ricco forcefully opened the driver’s side door and carried the woman to the safety of his patrol car, where they waited for medical help. Officer Ricco’s selfless actions prevented the serious injury or death of the elderly driver.

Officers from the Fresno, California, Police Department responded to a shooting incident in which the suspect was still on the scene. Upon arrival at the residence where the incident occurred, officers saw the shooter pointing a gun under his chin while sitting on a sofa in the small bedroom. The victim was lying motionless on the floor a few feet away from him. Officers attempted to negotiate, but the suspect, continuing to point the weapon at his head and mouth, refused to allow them to enter the bedroom to rescue the unconscious man. Officer Raymond Holquinn then made the decision to rescue the victim and facilitate medical treatment. He crawled into the room, just a few feet away from the armed suspect, calming him as he proceeded, grabbed the victim by the ankles, and pulled him out of the bedroom to safety, where the man received immediate medical treatment and transport to a local hospital. Officer Holquinn’s brave actions saved the individual’s life.